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Course Description: 

I am not a herald of community or anything else. I am someone who has intimations of freedom (as every chained prisoner 

has) and constructs representations of people slipping their chains and turning their faces to the light. 

  J. M. Coetzee 

This seminar will be devoted to studying the work of the enigmatic Nobel Prize-winning South African/Australian author J. M. 

Coetzee, considered by many critics to be the world’s greatest living writer in English.  We will read most of Coetzee’s minimalist, 

exquisitely written, and intellectually and morally challenging novels, as well as some of his “non-fiction” (Coetzee himself is 

skeptical of the distinction between “fiction” and “non-fiction”).  We’ll situate Coetzee’s work in the contexts of poststructuralism, 

postcolonial theory, apartheid South Africa, and post-9/11 Australia, and also consider feminist arguments about Coetzee’s work and 

Coetzee’s role as a founding figure in the hot new field of critical animal studies.  Coetzee is notorious for never smiling or laughing 

(some have called him “frosty”), and for attending dinner parties without saying a word, but, alas we’ll be too busy reading his work 

Instructor: Ian Barnard, Ph.D. 

Office: ST 834 

Office Hours: W 1:30-3:30 p.m., and by appointment 

Email: ian.barnard@csun.edu 

Please see me early in the semester if you have a 

documented disability, so that we can discuss 

what accommodations, if any, I might make to 

help you to succeed in this class. 

http://www.csun.edu/~ib5991
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to spend time investigating his person(ality)!  Student work will include careful critical reading of assigned texts (a book a week), 

vigorous participation in class discussions, blog posts responding to readings, an oral presentation treating scholarly secondary sources 

on one Coetzee novel, and a final 20 page seminar paper.  No tests or exams, and few lectures—seminar meetings will be discussion-

based.   

Required Texts: 

     

     

 

 

We will read additional selected non-fiction by Coetzee (I will post these readings on Moodle), as well as 

essays giving some theoretical contexts for our discussions of Coetzee (also on Moodle).  In addition, we 

will engage with other media (films, music, etc.) that intersect with Coetzee’s work, and I expect you to do 

extensive reading of scholarly secondary sources in preparation for your presentation and final seminar 

paper. 
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Course Requirements: 

 Careful critical reading/viewing of all assigned texts 

 Punctual attendance and vigorous participation in class discussions 

 A scholarly blog with five substantial entries and nine thoughtful responses to colleagues’ blog posts 

 One collaborative bibliography and oral presentation 

 One 20-page seminar paper (draft plus revision) 

  

I expect you to attend all seminar meetings from 

beginning to end and to offer thoughtful 

scholarly contributions to each class discussion 

(you may miss one seminar meeting without 

penalty).  If you have already contributed to a 

discussion, be sure to give others a chance to 

speak before you offer additional comments. 

You select which five of the nine blog posts you’d like to do.  

Each of your blog entries should be about 250 words long, 

and should move beyond summary to focus on a particular 

question you have about the reading (I don’t expect you to be 

an expert on the text when you write your blog entry), or 

something about the reading that you find especially 

interesting, problematic, etc.  Avoid vague, impressionistic 

responses to the reading; focus and make specific references 

to the text(s).  Remember that anyone in the world can read 

your blog.  So while this is a scholarly blog, it should not be 

addressed only to the members of this class.  Blog posts may 

be informal and/or experimental in form, but should be 

thought out and revised.  Since your blog is a digital medium, 

I will also evaluate its visual appeal and your use of digital 

media (links, images, videos, etc.).  You must respond to a 

colleague for all nine blog posts (respond to a different  

colleague each time).  Responses to colleagues should be 

thoughtful and substantial and about a paragraph each.  When 

you respond to colleagues, be sure to log in so that I know 

whom to credit for the response.  The purpose of the blog is to 

help you and me prepare for class discussions, to help you 

develop ideas for your final seminar paper, and to enable you 

to gain practice in producing scholarship on the web.  You are 

welcome to post additional blog entries and responses to 

colleagues (i.e., in addition to the required entries and 

responses), as long as they are in keeping with the tone and 

content of the rest of your blog.  You cannot earn credit for 

late blog entries/responses. 

 I have posted 

separate 

prompts for 

these 

assignments 

on Moodle 
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Tentative Schedule: 

Date  Class Activities Assignments for Next Time 

8/31/11   introduction to the course 

 discuss syllabus 

 South African contexts, Part I 

 draw dates and topics for collaborative bibliography 

and oral presentation 

 set up blogs 

 sample blogs 

 introduction to postcolonial theory 

 read theoretical contexts (on Moodle): 

o  required: Appiah, Retamar, Shohat, 

Trinh  

o recommended: Derrida, Spivak 

 work on your blog 

9/7/11   introductions 

 discuss readings 

 introduction to Coetzee 

 debate on the role of white writers 

 research workshop 

 review MLA citation format 

 presentation tips 

 meet with presentation partners 

 read Dusklands 

 post your blog on Dusklands by noon on 

9/13; respond to a colleague’s blog post by 

noon on 9/15 

9/14/11   Dusklands presentation 

 discuss reading 

 discuss blog posts 

 read In the Heart of the Country 

 post your blog on In the Heart of the 

Country by noon on 9/20; respond to a 

colleague’s blog post by noon on 9/21 

9/21/11   In the Heart of the Country presentation 

 discuss reading 

 discuss blog posts 

 read Waiting for the Barbarians 

 post your blog on Waiting for the 

Barbarians by noon on 9/27; respond to a 

colleague’s blog post by noon on 9/29 

9/28/11   Waiting for the Barbarians presentation 

 discuss reading 

 discuss blog posts 

 listen to and discuss excerpts from Waiting for the 

Barbarians opera 

 read Life and Times of Michael K. 

 post your blog on Life and Times of Michael 

K. by noon on 10/4; respond to a colleague’s 

blog post by noon on 10/5 
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10/5/11   Life and Times of Michael K. presentation 

 discuss reading 

 discuss blog posts 

 blog reflections 

 read Foe 

 post your blog on Foe by noon on 10/11; 

respond to a colleague’s blog post by noon 

on 10/13 

10/12/11   Foe presentation 

 discuss reading 

 discuss blog posts 

 mid-semester evaluation of course 

 overview of the course so far 

 read/view selected “non-fiction” by J. M. 

Coetzee (on Moodle) 

 

10/19/11   discuss reading 

 discuss final seminar paper 

 discuss mid-semester evaluations 

 introduction to next week’s reading 

 read Lives of Animals 

 post your blog on Lives of Animals by noon 

on 10/26; respond to a colleague’s blog post  

by noon on 10/27 

10/26/11   discuss reading 

 discuss blog posts 

 introduction to Critical Animal Studies 

 guest: Professor Aneil Rallin (?) 

 read and discuss selected texts in Critical Animal 

Studies from PMLA 124.2 (on Moodle) 

 read Elizabeth Costello 

 post your blog on Elizabeth Costello by 

noon on 11/1; respond to a colleague’s blog 

post  by noon on 11/2 

11/2/11   Elizabeth Costello presentation 

 discuss reading 

 discuss blog posts 

 South African contexts, Part II 

 introduction to the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission 

 watch excerpt from Long Night’s Journey Into Day 

 introduction to Disgrace 

 read Disgrace 

 post your blog on Disgrace by noon on 

11/8; respond to a colleague’s blog post by 

noon on 11/10 

11/9/11   Disgrace presentation 

 discuss reading 

 discuss blog posts 

 watch and discuss excerpt from Long Night’s 

 read Slow Man 

 post your blog on Slow Man by noon on 

11/18; respond to a colleague’s blog post  

by noon on 11/23 
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Journey Into Day 

11/16/11   Slow Man presentation 

 discuss reading 

 work on seminar paper 

 remember that Slow Man blog posts and 

responses are due on 11/18 and 11/23 

 read Diary of a Bad Year and Summertime 

11/30/11   (Summertime/Diary of a Bad Year presentation) 

 in-class experimental writing 

 discuss reading 

 work on seminar paper 

 post your seminar paper draft on Moodle by 

noon on 12/6 

 read your group members’ paper drafts 

before class 

12/7/11   watch Dust 

 peer workshops on seminar paper 

 course wrap-up 

 post your revised seminar paper on your 

blog by noon on 12/14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

thanks to Dorothy 

Clark and Aneil 

Rallin for 

assistance with this 

syllabus! 


